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Fighting
corporate fraud
on the frontline

With employee fraud seemingly on the rise, should
companies trust their employees or fear them? Perhaps,
a little of both. With pre-emptive action, adequate
controls and a cultural shift, companies can tap on staff
as the frontline fighters against fraud.
By
CHRIS LEAHY
Founder, Blackpeak Group
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Employee fraud is always there. It does not
increase with or during recession. It may be that
it just becomes more visible and less easy to hide.
However careful a company, if a rogue employee
is determined to steal, chances are he or she will
do so, and quite possibly get away with it.
Rogue employees are of course the exception and
not the rule. But it is often the company that creates
the environment that breeds such employees.
To illustrate the point, let us consider two separate
significant internal fraud investigations.
The first involved the Singapore office of a global
commodities trading company. Following the exit
of a trader under controversial circumstances,
allegations emerged of non-arm’s length deals
between firm clients and certain senior traders.
An investigation revealed the allegations to
be true and also uncovered other questionable
transactions undertaken by staff, including some
senior management. These included transaction
skimming, front running trades and questionable
business expenses.
The second case concerned the systematic theft of
raw material over several years from a Singapore
manufacturer by a single employee. After an
anonymous tip-off via the firm’s whistleblower
system, investigators uncovered the extent of the
theft, which ran into millions of dollars, after an
exhaustive and costly inquiry.

Lessons

While the cases were quite different, they shared
two key similarities that explain how the frauds
occurred and how they were discovered. They
offer important lessons for companies keen to
combat internal fraud.
First, the frauds occurred due to weak internal
controls. This created an environment that
allowed employees to commit fraud. This is
not an excuse for the crimes of course, but it is
a difficult truth for many boards to accept that
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weak internal controls, poor oversight and a lack
of accountability are present in any significant
fraud case that is being investigated.
Second, on a more positive note, both frauds were
uncovered through the same means: a whistleblower,
in one case anonymous (but almost certainly an
employee) and in the other, a recently departed
staffer. Why is this significant? Because invariably
when internal fraud is committed, somebody inside
knows, or at least knows something.
In the case of the global trading firm, several staff
interviewed onsite during the investigation held
valuable information that helped proved the case.
Why did none of them blow the whistle to head
office? Reasons vary, but often staff are fearful
of local management and losing their job, or just
helpless in general. In this instance, the eventual
whistleblower approached head office after the
Singapore management fired her.
Unchecked, fraud in an organisation can
become cancerous and spread rapidly. Staff
at the global trading firm watched as traders
acted dishonestly while some decided to join
in defrauding the company. Opportunity and
means gave rise to rationalisation – the classic
employee fraud triangle.
The “lone wolf” employee at the manufacturing
company was able to act with impunity for
years due to the absence of adequate checks and
balances, such as separation of duties, adequate
reporting and accountability. He had unfettered
access to areas his job had no right to and enjoyed
de facto signing authorities that could not be
justified by his rank in the firm. Why did he
commit the crime? The opportunity was there,
the need was fuelled by a taste for gambling
and high living and he was able to rationalise
his actions (at least in his mind) by explaining
with conviction that he had served the company
faithfully for years and was sick of seeing senior
management paid so much.
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Spot the Fraud

Detecting fraud inside a company is not easy.
There are many potential “red flags” (see the
table for a non-exhaustive list) but identifying
such signs is not conclusive; rather, it indicates
the need for further investigation.
In the two investigations, there were red flags
everywhere. Local management of the trading
firm was able to onboard new clients with no
background checks and no head office approval.
The same executives that placed trades also
approved settlement of such trades, including
the movement of funds. Expense accounts to
entertain firm customers were overly generous
and some expense items were suspect.
The rogue manufacturing company employee
behaved erratically and roamed the factory at
will. His authorising signature appeared on
control forms that he compiled, while the simplest

of checks revealed a lifestyle that could not be
supported by his salary nor his background.

Company, Heal Thyself

When it comes to internal fraud, prevention is
always better than cure. While no anti-fraud system
can ever be completely fraud-proof, installing a
robust system is always cheaper than dealing with
internal fraud post facto. Yet many boards seem to
believe that fraud is something that happens to other
companies and eschew preventive measures on cost
grounds. This is penny wise and pound foolish: ask
the directors of any company hit by internal fraud
how costly, time-consuming and
stressful such events can become.
A comprehensive antifraud system comprises
three inter-related
components of culture,
controls, and detection
and response.

Red Flags: A Selected List of Warning Signs
WHERE
Purchasing

WHAT
Sudden change of vendor(s) and/or changes in purchase behavior and/or timing of purchases
Unusual purchase volumes and/or concentration
Strange or unclear invoice descriptions
Invoice slicing (large invoices split into multiples below approval thresholds)
Unexplained agency/consultancy agreements
Unusual RFP/tender processes/timings

Accounts receivable

Unusual/sudden changes in collection patterns
High level of customer complaints
Unexplained differences between sales, inventories and cash receipts
High level of transaction amendments/overrides
Frequent changes of customer details/processes

Accounts payable

Frequent cost over runs on budget
Incomplete/improper procurement and/or payment approvals (missing documentation, account changes)
Unusual payee details (name, address, bank account)
Incomplete vendor files (information, approvals)

Staff

Never take leave/refuse to share duties or delegate
Sudden changes in behaviour/demeanour
Lifestyle issues: gambling, unexplained wealth, addiction
Unexplained or unjustifiable expenses
Unusually close relationship with vendors/customers
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It begins in the boardroom, with a fundamental
governance decision to establish, inculcate and
enforce a zero tolerance policy towards fraud.
Without buy-in at the board level, any anti-fraud
policy is doomed from the start. The “tone at the
top” needs to cascade to management and staff
through socialisation and training. Explaining why
as well as how the system is being implemented,
emphasising its democratic nature — that it will
apply to all staff, irrespective of rank — helps
generate ownership among employees.
The company should establish clear policies,
controls and procedures and follow them without
exception. The detailed requirements are too
numerous to state here, but entail a clear separation
of duties, accurate reporting and careful monitoring
and follow up. Diligence begins early, with
adequate background screening of all prospective
employees, integrity checks on vendors and
counterparties and investigative and reputation
due diligence on all material transactions.
Finally, the company should implement a clear
and consistent system of detection and response,
leveraging both internal resources, such as
internal audit, as well as external help, including
auditors, lawyers and investigators. Establishing
a clear and unambiguous independent reporting
line for this system, typically reporting into the
Audit Committee, is vital.
Adopting a formal whistleblowing system,
including a hotline for staff and other
stakeholders to report suspicions, can help
enormously to eradicate fraud within an
organisation and enforce the “zero tolerance”
policy. Surveys of multinational companies show
that hotlines are consistently the best source of
information of fraud within a company, with
most information coming from staff.

Call to Action

Sadly, even the best anti-fraud systems may not
exempt a company from employee malfeasance.
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When a fraud hits...
Do:
•

Respond to any fraud incident swiftly.

•

Establish a crisis management team of appropriate
internal and external resources.

•

Develop a logical and cogent plan of action with clear
responsibilities and communication channels.

•

Identify actual or potential evidence (e.g.: email/IT,
files) and secure it.

•

Devise a communications plan – internally and
externally – and agree when and how information is
disseminated.

Don’t:
•

Pretend the problem doesn't exist: inaction is the worst
response.

•

Try to manage the process internally: separating
directors and management from any investigation
provides an important buffer.

•

Form precipitate conclusions or theories: let the facts
of the case emerge.

•

Start interviewing suspects or witnesses without facts
and before it is established who is complicit.

•

Interfere with potential evidence for whatever reason.

So what should companies do if they find
“red flags” or when someone blows the whistle?
The first rule is to act decisively and promptly
in a planned and coherent way. The box “When
a fraud hits” provides a list of “dos” and “don’ts”
for effective action.
While internal company fraud by definition
entails employee malfeasance, the truth is that
a company’s staff remains its first and most
effective line of defence against fraud. Helping
employees help the company combat fraud
through anti-fraud and whistleblowing systems
vests trust in staff and empowers them. And this
will save the company time, money and angst in
the long run.
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